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PF ROUND 1  Online Ballot Comments

Walker Turley & Max Ginsburg  

Calvillo, Joaquin
Comments for Turley & Ginsburg
Good round from both sides. Neg needs to extend stuff more and Pro needs to be clearer and signpost

Caty Gottschalk & Gabriela Clinton vs Henry Lane &
Wesley Ho

 

Goldin, Ben
RFD

voted on terminalized impact with link over no link. AFF won there affordability argument

ORAL

Comments for Gottschalk & Clinton
great Job both but you need to analyze your opponent case you just didn't listen

Comments for Lane & Ho
Henry be a little kinder to your opponents

Wesley dude your smart so use the analytics you come up with

Sharick Merchant & Caden Juang vs Sebastian
Khayat & Santiago Fernandez

 

Goldin, Ben
RFD

I voted aff on innovation because it basically went conceded through the round then it was weighed and extended.

ORAL

Comments for Merchant & Juang
caden- dont extend in your rebbutlle but you were very clear and concise

sharick- great job I really enjoyed the anylitics in summary also you extensions were extremely clear

OVERALL
  

y'all did a great job on extensions and on weighing

Comments for Khayat & Fernandez
nice job both of y'all you need a little more work on extending defense though but your extensions on case were great

Alex Song & Kaveen Shah vs Reagan Riojas &
Areesha Rahman

 

Round 1
Return to Schematic

Return to Round Results
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Calvillo, Joaquin
RFD

Overall really good round, my decision ultimately came down to concessions in the round and points that were dropped.
The three countries had increase innovation argument was the biggest voter.

Comments for Song & Shah
Very good job guys. Y’all had an amazing rebuttal and summary. Be more careful with pronunciation tho. Amazing
response to the generics thing and good job flushing out the three countires increase innovation argument

Comments for Riojas & Rahman
very good job it was literally neck and neck the whole time. Your generics argument was amazing but you conceeded to
their attacks to it. You also didn’t respond to the three countires thing till GCX.

Jacob Malon & Andre Nesic vs Bryan Pan & Michael
Zhu

 

Dowdall, Joseph
RFD

Vote con because of mostly conceded ABR impact coming off of innovation. Pro's only response is mitigatory defense
that's dropped in summary anyways.

Comments for Malon & Nesic
1st = Andre

2nd = Jacob

Comments for Pan & Zhu
Michael = 1st

Bryan = 2nd

Kevin Pedroza & Sergio Karam vs Audrey Nasser &
Edan Lee

 

Kennedy, David
RFD

I vote for the neg, because the aff didn't extend any offense. The neg had a clear path to the ballot

Jackie Ku & Jacob Grant vs William Parcu &
Matthew Cecil

 

bloesch, simon
RFD

Neg needs to work on extensions and speed

Aff needs to work on argument selection

Roberto Hinojosa & Christian Felan vs Shiv Patel &
Hemish Patel
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Kennedy, David
RFD

I vote for the aff because of a turn that went conceded by the neg.

Reggie Mendez & Ryan Ji vs Eschaal Merchant &
Eric Fan

 

hoang, justin
RFD

Neg won the Contention 3 PIC which was cold conceded. Aff won ABR but Neg Contention 1 negated the whole argument
after it was further contextualized in Summary.

Comments for Mendez & Ji
T pose was solid

Comments for Merchant & Fan
Ramen

Andrea Aljazrawi & Semyon Nikulin vs Nate
Goldberg & Aum Patel

 

hoang, justin
RFD

CRISPR was highly contested, but even though the NEG didn't have a success percentage, the NEG provided the most
likely scenario of success. The AFF placed a hypothetical of how many people could die from CRISPR while the NEG tells of
5000 diseases which could be cured. NEG posed a fairly cold conceded Heritage card on the supply and demand of
products which sealed the deal for the round for the NEG side. AFF could have won if brought up the long term impact of
affordable drugs in Summary instead of Final Focus. Plenty of weighing made it harder.

Randy Goodall & Matthew Atme vs Annette
Navaretto & Kennedy Honors

 

Dowdall, Joseph
RFD

Pro clean conceded overview about price going up in the long run. No good extensions against innovation.

Comments for Goodall & Atme
1st = Sam

2nd = Randy

Comments for Navaretto & Honors
Annette = 1st

Kennedy = 2nd
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